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LCA








Method for comparison of alternative services,
products, or actions to determine the option with
the least environmental impact or most positive
environmental contribution.
Based on biophysical flows of substances.
Accounting from cradle to grave.
Multi-dimensional impact categories
Avoidance of burden shifting.

Why has soil quality not been included in
LCA before now?


LCA does not model natural processes






e.g. rain, runoff, soil formation.

Elementary flows for land use processes recorded as
land occupation and transformation with land being
defined by its cover and or its use
LCA was pioneered by SETAC (Society of
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry) and not an
agro-science based organisation.

Why include soil function in LCA






LCA of farming systems without accounting soil quality will not
make sense to farmers for whom the soil in key component of
the farm system
Like all aspects of LCA, any excluded impact risks being
compromised by optimisation of other indicators.
We currently show many organic/biological farming
techniques as having higher impacts due to increased land use.
This may be correct however the absence of a measure of
damage to soil, is a major omission

Ecological footprint by land component


Land area required to produce the resources and
absorb the carbon dioxide for a population to live.
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Soil function in LCA







Ecological footprint, 1995, Wackernagel and Rees
1995.
Steen, B, 1999 - EPS 2000 model.
Lindeijer, et al 2002 – wide range of indicators
including life support – published by IVAM.
LIME method included Net Primary Productivity
(NPP) as an additional endpoint.
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Elementary flow and land-use typology in LC inventories

 Elementary flows:


Land occupation : [m2*years], land use type i and region



Land transformation : [m2], initial land use



type i→final land use type j, and region
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Land use and land cover classification for LCI








Level 1 uses very general land use and land cover classes (from
Global Land Cover Project GLC 2000) – 18 regions
Level 2 refines the categories of level 1 (using mainly the
classification of ecoinvent v2.0) which include land use, not just cover.
Level 3 gives more information on the land management (e.g.,
irrigated versus non-irrigated arable land)
Level 4 mostly specifies the intensity of the land uses (extensive versus
intensive land use).
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Hierarchy of regional descriptors for LCI









Level 1: Differentiation between terrestrial biomes, freshwater biomes,
coastal water, and shelf biomes (shallower than 200 m) and deep sea
biomes

Level 2: climatic regions (tropical/subtropical, temperate, boreal, polar)
Level 3: classification for terrestrial and freshwater biomes by Olson et al.
(2001) (19 biomes) and continental plates.
Level 4: Olson terrestrial and freshwater ecoregions (1337 ecoregions)

Level 5: exact geo-referenced information of land use in grid cells of 1.23
km 2 or less defined by degrees longitude and latitude with two decimals.
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Other developments


Water footprints




Pesticide modelling




Spatially differentiated impact model with similar demands
to land use impact modelling
Yesterday’s workshop on Pesticide partitioning deals with
geographically specific data, and a push to undertake part
of environmental mechanism into the inventory and not the
impact assessment

Geospatial LCA


People are experimenting with geospatially located
inventory data and impact methods.

Some questions for today






If the current framework and guidance is sufficient
what is required to further is development and
acceptance.
If its not sufficient, can something be added to make
it operational
Or if its not suitable for what we want to do what
would a new system look like.

